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Abstract—Mobile computing is enabling an unrestricted accessibility to applications and services. The technology allows information accessibility through the use of mobile or personal communication devices (PCD). However, a typical mobile computing environment is still plagued with some challenges. Handheld devices are heterogeneous in nature, limited in computing power and characterized with small display screen sizes and small memory. The diversity in user needs and preferences coupled with variability of execution environment are additional challenges that must be resolved in order to achieve effective information communication. This work describes a Custom Made (CoMADE) toolkit for dynamically generating user centric interfaces for service consumers and providers in a mobile computing environment. CoMADE generates on-demand user interfaces for individual users based on user preferences and service request information. With CoMADE, direct user participation in user interface generation with a high degree of dynamism and flexibility were achieved. Additionally, CoMADE supports ease of application extensibility.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Advancement in wireless technology has paved way for mobile computing, which can be described as technology ‘untethered’, allowing transmission of data through a computer, without a connection to a fixed physical link [1]. Mobile or personal communication devices (PCD) are useful instruments for mobile information communication. They enable mobile access to applications and services. Mobile computing has immensely affected the way information is represented, transmitted or received. It has brought about significant impacts to individuals, organizations and institutions [2]. The technology allows a tourist to access his/her location based mobile services and a service provider to monitor the usage of his/her services on handheld devices [3].

In general, it brings the world closely together. However, effective information communication is hampered by some challenges. PCD are heterogeneous, they have limited computational resources, limited storage, small display sizes and are often faced with changing execution environments [4]. A second dimension of the challenges of a mobile computing environment is the heterogeneity of users. Users have diversified needs, which can be defined in terms of their demographics, information seeking strategy and purchasing intent factors [5]. Furthermore, some users require special consideration, for instance, users with disabilities [6]. The heterogeneity of devices and the diversity in user needs and preferences must therefore be addressed during user interface generation in order to achieve effective information communication. A user interface has been defined as a computer-mediated means of facilitating communication between human being(s) and an artifact [7].

The conventional approach for addressing the unique characteristics of every computing device is by designing a separate user interface for every device [8]. This method is considered inefficient due to its gross disadvantages. It is time consuming and error-prone. It produces inconsistent interfaces since the design of user interfaces for diverse devices is handled differently. In addition, this approach is not cost-effective [9]. An automatic translation method was proposed for automatically generating user interfaces for diverse device profiles. It involves designing of a core logic of an application in some flavor of eXtensible Markup Language (XML). The core logic is adapted for diverse devices [10].

In order to achieve universal accessibility and usability of information, user interfaces must be designed to suit the device or platform, the user and the execution environment. A platform is modeled in terms of resources, which in turn determines the way information is computed, transmitted, rendered and manipulated by users. An environment is a set of objects, persons and stochastic events that are peripheral to the current activity, but may have an impact on the system and/or user’s behavior, either now or in the future [11]. A user can be any person who interacts directly with a computer system.

II. RELATED WORK

The universal accessibility and usability of information has necessitated for efficient mechanisms for user interface design. Basically, the model based approach has been widely adopted for user interface design for handheld devices due to its advantages.

The model based approach shields user interface designer from the implementations details [12]. The work reported in [13] describes a model based tool called DAMASK for multi-device interface design. DAMASK uses a hybrid of design pattern and model based approach to realize multi-device interfaces. The TERESA tool achieved multi-device interface design. DAMASK uses a hybrid of design pattern and model based approach to realize multi-device interfaces. The TERESA tool achieved multi-device interface design. DAMASK uses a hybrid of design pattern and model based approach to realize multi-device interfaces. The TERESA tool achieved multi-device interface design.
However, it is very significant to address the diversity in user needs and preferences during user interface generation. In the light of this, the work in [18] proposed the consideration of the user perceptual preference characteristics during multi-device user interface design. An explicit user model was adopted in [19] for achieving a user-adapted interfaces. In [20], user characteristics were broadly classified into application dependent and independent characteristics. Application independent characteristics include preferences, capabilities and psycho-motor. Application dependent characteristics include user goals and the knowledge of the system and applications.

Most of the existing work however focused on browser based environments, such as Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) enabled phones. Information access through a browser based environment is faced with some challenges. User interfaces designed based on browser based environment are not multi-device capable. In order words, they do not support diverse devices. Incessant network disconnection is another challenge facing a browser based environment [21][22]. The J2ME platform however, offers significant and more appealing benefits to users of mobile applications and services. J2ME platform is cross platform/device compatible. It also provides proficient security system, disconnected access and synchronization provisioning, dynamic delivery of applications and services, enhanced user experience, scalability and performance [22]. This work presents a toolkit named CoMADE for dynamic generation of user centric interfaces for J2ME enabled handheld devices.

The rest of this paper is succinctly described as follows. Section III gives a comprehensive description of user centric interface generation using the CoMADE toolkit. Section IV considers the implementation of CoMADE. Section V describes the application development and evaluation details of CoMADE. Section VI gives a brief conclusion.

III. USER CENTRIC INTERFACE GENERATION USING THE COMADE TOOLKIT

The CoMADE environment was developed for an on-demand generation of user centric interfaces for service consumers and providers in a mobile computing environment. CoMADE is based on a polymorphic logical description [23] and it is made up of three tiers namely the design, load and runtime (Fig. 2). During the design time, a polymorphic task, abstract and concrete interface generation is realized with CoMADE. The final user centric interface is realized during the load time while user actions, such as change in preferences or user requirements characterizes the run time.

CoMADE considers every element of an interface as an artifact and the selection of an artifact during interface generation is based on some real time or pre-recorded user information. The user information is a set of user preferences, requirements, needs or user attributes. Fig. 1 shows the dynamic selection process of the CoMADE toolkit. The initial step towards dynamic generation of an interface is the creation of polymorphic task model during the design time. Polymorphic task model is based on hierarchical task decomposition [24]. A user interface designer uses CoMADE for the specification of user tasks to be represented on an interface. A task is an activity to be performed by a user in order to achieve a goal [25]. The designer creates alternative representation of tasks called task variants. For instance, a task, such as “Select Your Favorite Meal” can be alternatively represented in different languages, such as Africaans and isiZulu. The polymorphic representation of task was used in order to cater for the diversities in user preferences and requirements during the design time. Every variant is associated with an attribute-value description. For instance, a variant $v_1$ of task $T_1$ can be suitable for a user and variant $v_2$ of the same task $T_1$ can be selected for another user during user interface generation. Task variants information is persisted in xml based language called the Task variant Description Language (TVDL).

The polymorphic abstract interface is automatically generated by CoMADE. It is a device-independent description of an interface. The task variants are represented in terms of their abstract interaction object (AIO). For instance, a task such as “Select Your Favorite Meal” is associated with a “SelectObject” AIO. Additionally, the task variants are structured in a presentation task set (PTS). PTS is a window or a set of task variants perceivable by a user on
his/her device at a given time. In essence, the polymorphic abstract description contains all possible user interface presentations with their associated connections. The presentation sets are constructed with associated connections from the TVDL. Every presentation set contains user tasks and their associated variants. The abstract description realized at this phase is represented in a Presentation Set Description Language (PSDL).

The polymorphic concrete interface is a device dependent user interface description. It is the concrete representation of of AIOs in the PSDL. In other words, every variant representation stored in PSDL is converted to a concrete interaction object (CIO), represented as $V_{CIO}$. For example, a ‘SelectionObject’ is associated with an implementation method for a ChoiceGroup interactor while an implementation method for a StringItem is generated for TextDisplayObject. J2ME was chosen as the target platform because of its unique advantages. CoMADE therefore, generates a supporting implementation method for every $V_{CIO}$ object. The method generated for every $V_{CIO}$, coupled with its description in the PSDL is persisted in a database object. Specifically, an object database, db4o [26] was adopted for persisting the concrete description associated with each variant. For n set of $V_{CIO}$ objects, there is an equal number of m sets of concrete description referred to as implementation methods or application dependent method (ADM). In this phase, CoMADE also generates class templates for every user interface. Class templates include, class definitions, application independent method (AIM) definitions. These aforementioned definitions are specified at design time and persisted as objects into db4o database. The designer can modify and update all generated interface component defined at this phase. Additionally, different designers or service developers can work independently on different implementation methods of the CIO variants generated by CoMADE.

The proposed toolkit also supports modularity, whereby different modules created by software experts are associated with variants of CIO. During this phase, CIOs are further enabled with functionalities. Thus, the generated CIO methods and properties can be modified. In CoMADE, a work-board is provided to enable designers or mobile web service developers import and edit additional files

Consequently, every modification is updated. The output of the concrete interface is an object containing variants of CIO implementation methods ($v_{CIO}$) and class template definitions which is persisted in the object database (Fig. 3).

The mediator handles the final user interface generation. It generates user interface based on user preference information. A request can be made either to a mobile device or through a personal computer. When a request is received by the mediator, the mediator queries the information repository for the selection of a matching object database (OD). When the OD is found, the preference information is used for dynamic construction of a variant selection query. The query is performed against the OD for the selection of suitable variants. A variant is termed suitable if its attribute-value description corresponds to the user request. In the OD, every PTS is queried for the selection of suitable variants. The selected variant is accompanied with its implementation description. The mediator therefore achieves a set of User centered PTS (UPTS) from the set of PTS persisted in the OD. A collection of UPTS make up a whole interface. Furthermore, the class template for the requested application is retrieved at this phase. A set of application independent methods and other enabling modules provided by the designer, are also retrieved. Additionally, a declaration definition and order of presentation is generated during this phase. Media content adaptation is also carried out at this phase depending on user’s preferences. The set of UPST, which makes up a whole user centric interface is compiled, pre-verified and packaged for a requesting user.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF CoMADE

CoMADE was developed in Java and it mimics existing Integrated Development Environment. Much work in CoMADE are automated, the creation of the abstract interface, concrete interface and the persistence of concrete interface artifacts into the repository are all handled automatically. CoMADE has a work board where designer can modify or create additional interface artifacts. The toolkit persists interface description in flavours of xml similar to other model based tools. Other components like the mediator and emulator programs are integrated with CoMADE for handling load and runtime activities. Specifically, Sun emulator programs were integrated with CoMADE. During the design time, the designer can specify an example preference and then activate the mediator. The mediator generates a user centric interface and loads the user interface on an emulator program.

V.APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION

A. Application Development

We have developed an application that enables service providers to access their service usage information. The preferences of the providers were used in the generation of user centric interfaces. The mode of report generation and the language for interface presentation differ from one provider to another, basically English, isiZulu and Africaans languages were considered for user interface presentation. Service usage reports were in charts and tables. Fig 5 shows a snapshot of an interface generated in English Language and report generated in a tabular form. Fig 6 shows a snapshot of a user interface generated in isiZulu language and a service usage report generated using Charts.

![Fig. 3 Polymorphic Concrete Model Persisted Into Db4o](image-url)
B. Evaluation

We have evaluated CoMADE toolkit based on its ability to create a polymorphic task model based on an explicit user model during the design time. The ability of CoMADE to transform the specified variants into their CIO representations was evaluated. Additionally, the ability of CoMADE to generate interfaces based on user preferences was evaluated. Three subject groups of user interface designers participated in the evaluation, namely, the expert, the intermediate and the novice designers. The usability evaluation was carried in accordance to the procedures proposed by Nielsen [27]. Two questionnaires were administered. The first questionnaire was administered prior the evaluation. It was used for categorizing the subjects into their respective groups. A video presentation, which demonstrated with an example how CoMADE can be used for user interface generation was presented. Subjects were allowed to develop a sample application using CoMADE. A second questionnaire was administered for usability testing. Additionally, it was used also to evaluate the proposed CoMADE. Fig. 7 shows that 14.29%, 30.77%, 75% of expert, intermediate and novice strongly agreed that CoMADE supports the design of polymorphic task model. 85.71%, 53.85%, 12.50% of expert, intermediate and novice strongly agreed that CoMADE supports the design of polymorphic task model.
Novice agreed that CoMADE supports the design of polymorphic task. Similarly, 15.38%, 12.50% of intermediate and novice could not decide.

Fig 8 shows that 14.29%, 15.38%, 25.00% of the expert strongly agreed that CoMADE supports dynamic creation and persistence of CIO variant implementation details. 57.14%, 61.54%, 50.00% of expert, intermediate and novice agreed that CoMADE supports dynamic creation and persistence of CIO variant implementation details. 28.57, 23.08%, 25.00% of expert, intermediate and novice could not decide.

Fig. 8 shows that 43%, 54%, and 63% of expert, intermediate and novice strongly agreed that CoMADE generates user interfaces according to the specified user preferences and needs. Similarly, 57%, 38% and 25% of expert, intermediate and novice agreed that CoMADE generates user interfaces according to the specified user preferences and needs, but 8% and 12% of intermediate and novice could not decide.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have developed a model based toolkit named CoMADE for dynamic generation of user centric interfaces for J2ME enabled handheld devices. CoMADE generates user centric interfaces based on real-time or pre-recorded user information. Emulator programs are integrated with CoMADE to achieve design time evaluation of generated interfaces. The toolkit allows designer to modify an interface artifact and extend an application with ease by a drop of additional variant into the variant pool. CoMADE achieves direct user participation in user interface generation with a high degree of dynamism and flexibility.
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